
 

 
 
 
Our ref: 4209/19 
 
1) From 2013 to 2018, a year by year breakdown of the number of missing persons and the number of 
reported absent persons (separated figures e.g. 
2000 missing persons and 500 absent persons). If possible, please state the number who were 18 or 
over and the number under 18 for both the missing and absent categories. 
 
Please see the attached document. 
 
2) Your force policy/guidance on whether a person is reported as missing or absent. 
 
The Missing Persons Policy can be found via the following link; 
https://www.westyorkshire.police.uk/sites/default/files/missing_persons_0.pdf 
 
3) While I appreciate it is unlikely you have the data, if you do please provide any data you have relating 
to the policing costs for missing people and absent people. 
 
West Yorkshire Police do not record how many hours an officer spends investigating a case, or the cost 
to the force.   
 
The police along with other agencies have put greater focus on missing people in recent years as it is 
increasingly recognised that it can be a sign of other risks and problems in a person’s life. In order to try 
to reduce the risks to young people in particular, considerable work has been done with partners to 
ensure that Missing Incidents are treated as a priority.  
 
The protection of young and vulnerable people is a priority and West Yorkshire has focused heavily on 
developing effective partnerships around Children at risk of CSE and children who regularly go missing. 
A number of third party organisations such as Barnados are also closely linked with these partnerships. 
 
A key piece of work ongoing is the development of improved partnership working to prevent young 
people from going missing and going missing multiple times. Ensuring that Police Prevention interviews 
are followed up by a quality independent return interview is key along with measures being put in place 
to the support the young person where problems and risks have been identified.  
 
 
 

https://www.westyorkshire.police.uk/sites/default/files/missing_persons_0.pdf


Missing person occurrences, 01/01/2013-31/12/2018

Risk Level Child/Adult 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Child 113 320 599 1371 1928 1928

Adult 192 378 917 1439 2066 2292

Not Recorded 0 2 5 11 25 15

Total 305 700 1521 2821 4019 4235

Child 1199 2617 4596 6694 8008 7698

Adult 587 1439 2469 3486 3719 3573

Not Recorded 0 17 23 27 30 23

Total 1786 4073 7088 10207 11757 11294

Child 119 524 861 1022 1458 1098

Adult 159 362 574 789 1113 1060

Not Recorded 1 0 1 9 3 12

Total 279 886 1436 1820 2574 2170

Child 2120 2688 3437 3396 2455 817

Adult 1078 1187 1592 1529 838 439

Not Recorded 32 24 34 33 16 7

Total 3230 3899 5063 4958 3309 1263

Child 3551 6149 9493 12483 13849 11541

Adult 2016 3366 5552 7243 7736 7364

Not Recorded 33 43 63 80 74 57

Total 5600 9558 15108 19806 21659 18962

Notes

Figures represent the number of missing person occurrences recorded during the period

Child/Adult based on date of birth and date missing

 - child based on under 18s

 - this cannot be determined where date of birth not recorded

The Absent category for missing persons is no longer used (replaced by Missing - No Apparent Risk during 2017)

 - it is not possible to differentiate between Absent and Missing - No Apparent Risk
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